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The Myth of Science vs. the Catholic Faith 

Initial Remarks 
1. Against opposing worldviews, the Catholic Church defends the goodness and intelligibility of the 

material world, as well as the reality of created causes. 

2. In each stage of history, faithful Catholics have been at the forefront and/or involved in the 

cutting-edge disciplines and discoveries of a particular field. There were also some of the greatest 

philosophers and theologians showing how this cohered with the Catholic Faith. 

3. It defended the capacity in principle of human reason against the total depravity theory of Luther 

and Calvin.  

4. It founded the first Universities. 

5. In its last two Ecumenical Councils, which rank in the highest level of authority, it has 

unambiguously promoted the true role of reason and science, and its relationship to faith.  

6. It has been the largest private provider of education in the world for millennia and even today.  

7. Up until this day, it has not ceased to boast as her own many great figures in the history of science, 

including Copernicus and Galileo, Mendel (founder of genetics), La Maitre (first to propose Big 

Bang), Pascal, Lejeune (discovered the link of disease to chromosome abnormalities), not to 

mention figures like Isaac Newton who were staunchly religious though not Catholic.  

QUESTION: How could the cultural narrative be so widespread that there is an ancient, deep, 

irreconcilable war between the Church and science?  

Thomas Lessl analysed forty presentations of the ‘Galileo Affair’ as found in undergraduate science 

textbooks and popular histories of science. He noticed that the accounts could be described as nothing 

by legends or folklore created to enforce one of the founding myths of ‘secular’ culture: 

‘Folklore… brings historical events into alignment with ideological the needs of a culture… 

From a vast store of historical information, he [the author] arranged a few facts – and some 

others claims that are clearly erroneous – into a popular tale about how the monster religion 

tried to devour infant science… 

This necessitates that any sense of the political, social, and scientific complexity of the Galileo affair 

must be suppressed. Rather than being made to attend to the role played in the Galileo affair by the 

Catholic hierarchy as it wrestled with the schisms brought about by the Protestant movement, and, 

most importantly, the behind-the-scenes manoeuvring of Galileo’s academic rivals… the reader is left 

to assume that Galileo was simply the victim of an anti-scientific disposition that is intrinsic to religious 

institutions… 

… it is necessary for such tales to omit mention of Galileo’s generally friendly relations with the Church 

and the intellectual support he received from influential members of the clergy – both before and 

after his trial. Neither the day of celebrations held in his honour by the Jesuit College in Rome, the 

three Cardinals who refused to sign the judgment against him, his many scientific disciples among the 

clergy, nor even the high-ranking Cardinal – the Pope’s nephew – who gave him asylum and his trial, 

are mentioned in any of the forty accounts that were collected for this study. By leaving out such 

details, the legend is better…’ (Thomas M. Lessl, ‘The Galileo Legend as Scientific Folklore’, 147, 152 

& 155. 



Excellent books on this topic of how new conceptions of ‘science’ and ‘religion’ are created and abused 

are Cavanaugh, The Myth of Religious Violence (2009), as well as Giberson and Artigas, Oracles of 

Science: Celebrity Scientists vs. God and Religion (2006). On seeing the ‘big picture’ agreement 

between theism and science see Plantinga, Where the Conflict Lies. 

An excellent Facebook page called ‘Church and Science’ is producing high quality images and 

memes, documenting the contribution of various Catholics to the study of nature.   

The Teachings of the Catholic Church  

on the Relationship between the Catholic Faith and Natural Reason 

Notice the specific reference to the Catholic Faith (not ‘religion’) and natural reason (not ‘science’) by 

passing intentional or accidental obstacles to thinking clearly about this. Why should a Catholic have 

to defend every ‘religious’ claim that was every made? What is the mark of a ‘religious’ claim? Why 

should reason be limited to science? What is the mark of a ‘scientific’ claim? Why would anyone want 

to defend every claim that has been made in the name of science?  

The First Vatican Council (1869-70) 
‘The perpetual common belief of the Catholic Church has held and holds also this: there is a twofold 

order of knowledge, distinct not only in its principle but also in its object… However, though faith is 

above reason, there can never be a real discrepancy between faith and reason, since the same God 

who reveals mysteries and infuses faith has bestowed the light of reason on the human mind, and God 

cannot deny himself, nor can truth ever contradict truth. The deceptive appearance of such a 

contradiction is mainly due to the fact that either dogmas of faith have not been understood and 

expounded according to the mind of the Church or fanciful conjectures are taken for verdicts of 

reason… 

It is therefore far remote from the truth to say that the Church opposes the study of human arts and 

sciences; on the contrary, she supports and promotes them in many ways. She does not ignore or 

despise the benefits that human life derives from them. Indeed, she acknowledges that, just as they 

have come forth from God, the Lord of knowledge, so too, if rightly pursued, they lead to God with 

the help of grace. 

Nor does the Church in anyway forbid that these sciences, each in its own domain, should make use 

of their own principles and of the method proper to them. While, however, acknowledging this just 

freedom, she seriously warns lest they fall into error by going contrary to the divine doctrine or, 

stepping beyond their own limits, enter into the sphere of faith and create confusions’ (Dei Filius, chap. 

4). 

The Second Vatican Council (1962-5) 
‘For by the very circumstance of their having been created, all things are endowed with their own 

stability, truth, goodness, proper laws and order. Man must respect these as he isolates them by the 

appropriate methods of the individual sciences or arts. Therefore if methodical investigation within 

every branch of learning is carried out in a genuinely scientific manner and in accord with moral norms, 

it never truly conflicts with faith, for earthly matters and the concerns of faith derive from the same 

God. Indeed whoever labors to penetrate the secrets of reality with a humble and steady mind, even 

though he is unaware of the fact, is nevertheless being led by the hand of God, who holds all things in 

existence, and gives them their identity’ (Second Vatican Council [1965], Gaudium et Spes, 36). 

These teachings are quoted in the Catechism of the Catholic Church #159. 



Notice how Galileo, as a faithful Catholic, perfectly captures this in a letter he wrote centuries before 

these Councils: 

‘For Copernicus never discusses matters of religion or faith, nor does he use arguments that 

depend in any way upon the authority of sacred writings which he might have interpreted 

erroneously. He stands always upon physical conclusions pertaining to the celestial motions, 

and deals with them by astronomical and geometrical demonstrations, founded primarily 

upon sense experiences and very exact observations. He did not ignore the Bible, but he knew 

very well that if his doctrine were proved, then it could not contradict the Scriptures when 

they were rightly understood’ (Galileo Galilei [d. 1642], Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina 

in 1615).  

This confirms that these Councils are not coming up with anything new in light of a discovery that has 

them back-peddling. Rather, they are affirming and articulating the perennial truths of the Catholic 

Faith on this matter.  

The Doctors of the Church 
The Doctors of the Church are a select group of individuals who are recognised by the Church as being 

model theologians and having contributed to the discipline in a significant way.  

The foresight and intellectual humility of these great theologians of the Church is evident from the 

beginning, and not as the result of historical events that would occur centuries later. Notice how 

carefully they distinguish the teachings of Revelation from the various schools of natural philosophy 

at the time:  

1. ‘We should always observe that restraint that is proper to a devout and serious person and on an 

obscure question entertain no rash belief. Otherwise, if the evidence later reveals the explanation, we 

are likely to despise it because of our attachment to error, even though his explanation may not be in 

any way opposed to the sacred writings of the Old or New Testament’ (Augustine [d. 430], On the 

Literal Interpretation of Genesis, II, 18, 38).  

2. 'Reason may be employed in two ways to establish a point: firstly, for the purpose of furnishing 

sufficient proof of some principle, as in natural science, where sufficient proof can be brought to show 

that the movement of the heavens is always of uniform velocity. Reason is employed in another way, 

not as furnishing a sufficient proof of a principle, but as confirming an already established principle, 

by showing the congruity of its results, as in astrology the theory of eccentrics and epicycles 

is considered as established, because thereby the sensible appearances of the heavenly movements 

can be explained; not, however, as if this proof were sufficient, forasmuch as some other theory might 

explain them.  

In the first way, we can prove that God is one; and the like. In the second way, reasons avail to prove 

the Trinity; as, when assumed to be true, such reasons confirm it. We must not, however, think that 

the trinity of persons is adequately proved by such reasons' (Thomas Aquinas [d. 1274], Summa 

Theologica, I, q32, a1, r2). 

3. ‘The teaching of the Christian faith deals with creatures so far as they reflect a certain likeness of 

God, and so far as error concerning them leads to error about God. And so they are viewed in a 

different light by that doctrine and by human philosophy. For human philosophy considers them as 

they are… The Christian faith does not consider them as such; thus, it regards fire not as fire, but as 

representing the sublimity of God, and as being directed to Him any way at all…  

The philosopher considers such things as belong to them by nature – the upward tendency of fire, for 

example; the believer, only such things as belong to them according as they are related to God – the 

fact, for instance, that they are created by God, and subject to Him, and so on.  



Hence, imperfection is not to be imputed to the teaching of the faith if it omits many properties of 

things, such as the figure of the heaven and the quality of its motion’ (Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), 

Summa Contra Gentiles, I, c4, 1-3). 

4. ‘If there were a true demonstration that the sun is at the centre of the world and the earth in the 

third heaven, and that the sun does not circle the earth but the earth circles the sun, then one would 

have to proceed with great care in explaining the scriptures that appear contrary, and say rather that 

we do not understand them than that what is demonstrated is false’ (Robert Bellarmine (d. 1621), 

Letter to Foscarini in 1615).  

Finally, on this theme, it may be relevant to mention that most ‘conflict theses’ take for granted the 

sola scriptura from Protestantism. They simply assume the bible is believed to have dropped out of 

no where, and the individual is sufficient to interpret and understand it. This is evident when you 

consider that many of these authors don’t entertain the possibility their misinterpreting the text, or 

they insist that if they don’t know what it means, no one does. Therefore the Catholic principles for 

interpreting Scripture are also important – cf. Catechism #109-119.  

 

Quiz: What time period? 

The purpose of these would be to expose the naïve historical narrative that many students absorb. In 

reality many of the philosophical and theological claims that are presented as new and/or the results 

of science are old and were proposed and addressed centuries ago.  

• ‘But, in truth, some hidden seeds of all things that are born corporeally and visibly, are concealed 

in the corporeal elements of this world. For those seeds that are visible now to our eyes from 

fruits and living things, are quite distinct from the hidden seeds of those former seeds; from which, 

at the bidding of the Creator, the water produced the first swimming creatures and fowl, and the 

earth the first buds after their kind, and the first living creatures after their kind. For neither at 

that time were those seeds so drawn forth into products of their several kinds, as that the power 

of production was exhausted in those products; but oftentimes, suitable combinations of 

circumstances are wanting, whereby they may be enabled to burst forth and complete their 

species’ (Augustine [d.430], De Trinitate, III, 8).  

• ‘Multitudinous atoms, swept along in multitudinous courses through infinite time by mutual 

clashes and their own weight, have come together in every possible way and tested everything 

that could be formed by their combinations. So it comes about that a voyage of immense duration, 

in which they have experienced every variety of movement and conjunction, has at length brought 

together those who sudden encounter often forms the starting point of substantial fabrics – earth, 

sea, sky and the races of living creatures’ (Lucretius d. 55BC). 

• “Short and sorrowful is our life, and there is no remedy when a man comes to an end, and no one 

has been known to return from death. Because we were born by mere chance, and after this we 

shall be as though we had never been; because the breath in our nostrils is mere smoke, and 

reason is a spark kindled by the beating of our hearts. When it is extinguished the body will turn 

to ashes, and the spirit dissolve like empty air...’ (Wisdom 2:1-4, date unknown but estimated to 

2nd-1st century BC) 

• “For the fate of the sons of men and the fate of beasts is the same; as one dies, so dies the other. 

They all have the same breath, and man has no advantage over the beasts; for all is vanity. All go 

to one place; all are from the dust, and all turn to dust again… Everything before them is vanity,[a] 

since one fate comes to all, to the righteous and the wicked, to the good and the evil,[b] to the 

clean and the unclean, to him who sacrifices and him who does not sacrifice.”  (Ecclesisates 3:19-

20, 9:1b-2, date unknown but estimated to 5th – 3rd century BC). 

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15073a.htm
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ecclesiastes%209&version=RSV#fen-RSV-17476a
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ecclesiastes%209&version=RSV#fen-RSV-17477b


Quiz: Who am I? 

 

The reason these two figures are good to select is that students generally have never heard of them, 

yet they have heard of their theories. It is helpful to get students to consider why it is they can have 

heard of the ‘Big bang’ so much, yet not who proposed it. Is it because it would boggle the narrative 

for it to be a Catholic priest? 

Why do we have Darwin associated so often with ‘discovering’ evolution, but not Wallace? Is it 
because he said things like this:  

‘Neither natural selection nor the more general theory of evolution can give any account 
whatever of the origin of sensational or conscious life. They may teach us how, by chemical, 
electrical or higher natural laws, the organised natural body can be built up, grow, reproduce 
its like; but those laws and that growth cannot even be conceived as endowing the newly 
arranged atoms with consciousness. But the moral and higher intellectual nature of man is as 
unique a phenomenon as was conscious life’ (Wallace, Contributions to the Theory of Natural 
Selection [1869]). 

A concluding note: 

 
The individual topics that are the touching points for these tensions between faith and reason are 
very difficult!  

Students are often as ‘scientifically illiterate’ as they are theologically or philosophically. The best thing 
we can do in a short period is show them that the narrative they often have about the relationship of 
these disciplines ought to be discarded or at least questioned. This could then revive the wonder and 
motivation required to pursue knowledge of these issues, as opposed to reducing it to slogans which 
suffocate wonder and discourage pursuit. 

As far as ourselves as teachers: there is no substitute for knowing what you are talking about. 
Someone who is teaching science or RE simply needs to know what the Church does and doesn’t teach, 
and what natural reason does and does not know.  


